SpamPoetry
Varvara & Mar (2012)
SPAMpoetry is a series of knitted works containing visual poetry from collected spam. The process consists of 2 main parts:
1. generating poetry from collected SPAM
2. modifying an electronic knitting machine in order to give SPAMpoetry a knitted form.

Concerning the concept, we are interested in bringing together digital culture and traditional handicraft. To be more specific, the idea is to experiment with the form and meaning of SPAM. We turn SPAM into a romantic, funny or even sarcastic poetry and present it in unusual tangible form as knitted garment. To be more specific, we call final result dysfunctional wearable, because it reminds a sweater but is not really a one. Like SPAM, our dysfunctional wearable does not have a purpose. Talking about the form of artworks, one is able to recognize sweater parts in unusual position and size.

Coming back to SPAM, it is generated automatically nowadays. Hence, we aim to apply the same technique for recycling it, generating poetry from SPAM algorithmically, converting into a pattern and uploading to the knitting machine. Of course, the process of knitting is done manually. Thus, we create a contrast between rapid and overwhelming digital world and slow, careful knitting process.

Why we speak about SPAM? First, SPAM generation, distribution, and reception consume a significant amount of energy that is wasted basically. Hence, with our project we aim to draw attention to this fact and find a meaning and usage for SPAM.

And finally, we apply locative SPAM. In the places where the SPAMpoetry has been produced we have been collecting SPAM from locals. The works presented in this catalogue contain locative SPAM from Eindhoven and Malmö.
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Welcome to the SPAM Poetry by Varvara Guljajeva & Mar Canet Exhibition at STPLN
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...
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12/5-13/05 The Knitting Club Workshop
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Artists information:
Varvara Guljaeva - http://varvarag.info
Mar Canet - http://mcanet.info

Solo exhibition at:

Stpln

11th until 18th May 2012 in Malmö

Location:
Stapelbäddsgatan 3
211 19 Malmö (Sweden)
http://stpln.se

Thanks for supporting the project: